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Abstract:
While classical approaches to autonomous robot navigation currently enable oper-
ation in certain environments, they break down in tightly constrained spaces, e.g.,
where the robot needs to engage in agile maneuvers to squeeze between obstacles.
Recent machine learning techniques have the potential to address this shortcom-
ing, but existing approaches require vast amounts of navigation experience for
training, during which the robot must operate in close proximity to obstacles and
risk collision. In this paper, we propose to side-step this requirement by intro-
ducing a new machine learning paradigm for autonomous navigation called learn-
ing from hallucination (LfH), which can use training data collected in completely
safe environments to compute navigation controllers that result in fast, smooth,
and safe navigation in highly constrained environments. Our experimental re-
sults show that the proposed LfH system outperforms three autonomous naviga-
tion baselines on a real robot, including those based on both classical and machine
learning techniques (anonymized video: https://tinyurl.com/corl20lfh).
Keywords: navigation, self-supervised learning, learning from demonstration
1 Introduction
Autonomous navigation in complex environments is an essential capability of intelligent mobile
robots, and decades of robotics research has been devoted to developing autonomous systems that
can navigate mobile robots in a collision-free manner in certain environments [1]. However, when
facing highly constrained spaces that are barely larger than the robot, it is difficult for these conven-
tional approaches to produce feasible motion without requiring so much computation that the robot
needs to slow down or even stop.
Recently, machine learning approaches have also been used to successfully move robots from one
point to another [2]. Those approaches, based on techniques such as Reinforcement Learning (RL)
and Imitation Learning (IL), have enabled new capabilities beyond those provided by classical nav-
igation, such as terrain-based [3] and social [4] navigation. Their initial success indicates a strong
potential for learning-based methods to complement — and possibly to improve upon — classical
approaches. However, most machine learning techniques require a large amount of training data
before they can generalize to unseen environments. Furthermore, these approaches typically can-
not provide verifiable guarantees that the robot will not collide with obstacles while navigating to
its goal. While these shortcomings may not prove detrimental when applying machine learning to
mobile robot navigation in relatively simple environments, their effects become disastrous in highly
constrained spaces. In such environments, RL methods — which typically rely on random explo-
ration — are unlikely to quickly find safe controllers, especially without catastrophic failures during
training. IL methods are also unlikely to succeed due to the challenge of gathering demonstration
data since highly constrained environments are typically difficult to navigate even for humans. In
short, most existing machine learning paradigms for autonomous navigation lack both (1) the abil-
ity to generate sufficient training data for learning to navigate in highly constrained spaces and (2)
safety assurances to prevent collisions.
In this paper, we introduce a novel machine learning paradigm for navigation, Learning from Hallu-
cination (LfH), that addresses the shortcomings above and enables safe, fast, and smooth navigation
in highly constrained spaces. To address challenge (1), i.e. data insufficiency, we introduce a self-
supervised neural controller which can collect training data in an obstacle-free environment using a
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randomly-exploring policy. After performing various collision-free maneuvers, highly constrained
configuration spaces that allow the same effective maneuvers are synthetically projected onto the
recorded perceptual data so that the machine learner can be provided with training data as if the
robot had been moving in those constrained spaces. We refer to this process of modifying the
robot’s real perception as hallucination. Thanks to the inherent safety of navigating in an obstacle-
free training environment, the robot can automatically generate a large amount of training data with
minimal or no human supervision. In order to generalize to unseen deployment environments (e.g.
environments that are less constrained), the robot’s perceptual stream is also hallucinated during
runtime, using whichever perceptual stream is more constrained (between real and hallucinated) as
input. To address challenge (2) regarding safety, we leverage the capabilities of classical navigation
approaches: the robot assesses safety at runtime using classical techniques from model predictive
control, and adjusts its motion by modulating its speed and aborting unsafe plans. LfH is fully im-
plemented on a physical robot, and we show that it can achieve safer, faster, and smoother navigation
compared to three classical and learning baselines in a highly constrained environment (Figure 1).
Figure 1: LfH navigation in a highly constrained obstacle course.
This paper makes three main
contributions. First, from the
motion planning perspective,
LfH is a novel data-driven
technique that enables safe, fast,
and smooth maneuvers in previ-
ously unseen highly constrained
spaces. Second, from the
machine learning perspective,
LfH is a novel, self-supervised
learning technique that collects
data offline in an obstacle-free
environment and hallucinates the most constrained configuration space during training for better
sample efficiency. Third, we implement LfH as a local planner for navigation which modulates
motion with explicit safety estimation and provide empirical evidence of its efficacy. Combined
with other conventional navigation components, our implementation achieves safer, faster, and
smoother navigation in unseen environments, compared to classical and learning baselines.
2 Related Work
This section summarizes related work from the robotics community that has sought to address au-
tonomous navigation in highly constrained spaces. We also review the literature from the machine
learning community that has considered the general problem of mobile robot navigation.
2.1 Classical Navigation
Given a global path from a high-level global planner, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm [5], A* [6] or
D* [7], classical mobile robot navigation systems aim to compute fine-grained motion commands
to drive the robot along the global path while observing kinodynamic constraints and avoiding ob-
stacles. Minguez and Montano [8] proposed a sophisticated rule-based Nearness Diagram approach
to enable collision avoidance in very dense, cluttered, and complex scenarios and applied it on a
simple holonomic robot. But for differential drive robots with non-trivial kinodynamics, researchers
have relied heavily on sampling based techniques [9, 10]: Fox et al. [1] generated velocity sam-
ples achievable by the robot’s physical acceleration limit, and found the optimal sample according
to some scoring function to move the robot towards a local goal, along a global path, and away
from obstacles. Howard et al. [11] sampled in the robot’s state space instead of its action space,
and subsequently generated motion trajectories for the sampled states. Given a highly constrained
environment, the required sampling density has to increase so that a feasible motion command can
be computed. Recently, Xiao et al. [12] established that, in constrained environments, robots must
trade off between high computational requirements for increased sampling and reduced maximum
speed in order to successfully navigate. Their APPLD algorithm manages this trade off. In contrast,
LfH aims to enable safe, fast, and smooth navigation with limited computational requirements and
without human demonstration.
2.2 Learned Navigation
A flurry of recent research activity has proposed several new approaches that apply machine learning
techniques to the navigation task [2, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. While these approaches
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are distinct in several ways (e.g., the particular way in which the navigation problem is formulated,
the specific sensor data used, etc.), the machine learning paradigm employed is typically either rein-
forcement learning or imitation learning. Approaches based on RL [22] rely on hand-crafted reward
functions for learners to discover effective navigation policies through self-generated experience.
Approaches based on IL [23, 24], on the other hand, use demonstrations of effective navigation be-
haviors provided by other agents (e.g., humans) to learn policies that produce behaviors similar to
what was demonstrated. Both paradigms have been successfully applied to the navigation task in
certain scenarios, and have even enabled new navigation capabilities beyond what is typically pos-
sible with classical autonomous navigation approaches, e.g., terrain-based [3] and social navigation
[4]. However, these approaches each impose substantial requirements at training time: RL-based
techniques rely on large amounts of training experience gathered using a typically-random explo-
ration policy within an environment similar to that in which the robot will be deployed, and IL-based
techniques require a demonstration from the same type of environment. Unfortunately, neither of
these requirements is easily satisfied in the challenging, highly constrained environments we study
here: random exploration policies are too dangerous, and it is often difficult for an agent — artificial
or human — to provide an expert-level demonstration. In contrast, the approach we present here
utilizes imitation learning, but modifies the paradigm such that it can train using arbitrary demon-
strations gathered from a different, safer environment.
3 Learning from Hallucination
We now describe the proposed technique, Learning from Hallucination, which can circumvent the
difficulties of using traditional planning and learning approaches in highly constrained workspaces.
In Section 3.1, we formulate the classical motion planning problem in such a way that it can be
easily understood from the machine learning perspective. In Section 3.2, we propose to solve the
reformulated motion planning problem with a new machine learning approach that addresses the
inefficiencies of existing methods through a technique that we call hallucination. In Section 3.3,
we describe the technique to ensure safe navigation in challenging spaces by incorporating both
classical and learning techniques to adapt to motion uncertainties.
3.1 Motion Planning Formulation
In robotics, motion planning is formulated in configuration space (C-space) [25]. Given a particular
mobile robot, the robot’s C-spaceC represents the universe of all its possible configurations. Given a
particular environment, the C-space can be decomposed as C = Cobst∪Cfree, where Cobst ∈ Cobst
is the unreachable set of configurations due to obstacles, nonholonomic constraints, velocity bounds,
etc., and Cfree is the set of reachable configurations. Let u ∈ U be a low-level action available to
the robot (e.g., commanded linear and angular velocity (v, ω)), and let a plan p ∈ P be a sequence
of such actions {ui | 1 ≤ i ≤ t}, whereP is the space of all plans over time horizon t. Then, using
the notation above, the task of designing a motion planner is that of finding an optimal function
f(·) that can be used to produce plans p = f(Cobst | cc, cg) that result in the robot moving from
the robot’s current configuration cc to a specified goal configuration cg without intersecting Cobst,
while observing robot motion constraints and optimizing a particular cost function (e.g. distance,
clearance, energy, and combinations thereof).
To address kinodynamics constraints, lack of explicit representation of Cobst and Cfree, high di-
mensionality, etc., sampling-based techniques are typically used to approximate f(·): Probabilistic
Roadmap (PRM) [9] samples in Cfree and assumes finding p to connect two consecutive configu-
rations cn−1 and cn without entering Cobst is trivial, e.g. using a straight line. Rapidly-exploring
Random Tree (RRT) [10] uses kinodynamic models to push samples in Cfree towards cg . Dynamic
Window Approach (DWA) [1] directly generates samples in action space U and finds the best sam-
ple to move the robot towards cg in Cfree. However, in the case of highly constrained spaces, a large
sampling density is necessary. For example, PRM requires many samples to ensure the possibility of
finding valid local connections between samples without entering Cobst. RRT requires many sam-
ples to efficiently progress in Cfree toward cg . DWA requires many samples to simply generate a
viable action toward cg while keeping the robot configuration in Cfree. Meanwhile, the output of
sampling is often not a smooth trajectory, thus requiring post-processing. However, smoothing in
highly constrained spaces may be difficult without the path entering Cobst.
Instead of finding f(·), consider now its “dual” problem, i.e., given p (with cc and cg), find the
unreachable set Cobst that generated that plan. Since different Cobst can lead to the same plan, the
left inverse of f , f−1, is not well defined (see Figure 2a and 2b). However, we can instead define
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Figure 2: Different unreachable setsCiobst (grey) lead to the same optimal control plan p (red), which
generates the same trajectory (blue). But that control plan p = f(Ciobst | cc, cg) has a unique corre-
sponding most constrained unreachable set C∗obst = g(p | cc, cg). During training, the hallucinated
C∗obst is mapped to the robot’s sensors, e.g. LiDAR (orange).
a similar function g(·) such that C∗obst = g(p | cc, cg), where C∗obst denotes the C-space’s most
constrained unreachable set corresponding to p.1 Formally, given a plan p, we say
C∗obst = g(p | cc, cg) iff ∀Cobst ∈ Cobst, f∗(Cobst | cc, cg) = p =⇒ Cobst ⊆ C∗obst,
where f∗(·) is the optimal planner. Here, we assume every primitive control u has deterministic
effects, so plans have no uncertainty associated with their effects. Uncertainty will be addressed
in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. We denote the corresponding reachable set of C as C∗free = C \ C∗obst
(Figure 2c and 2d). We call the output of g(·) a hallucination (details can be found in Section 4.1
and supplemental materials), and this hallucination can be projected onto the robot’s sensors. For
example, for a LiDAR sensor, we perform ray casting from the sensor to the boundary between
C∗obst and C
∗
free in order to project the hallucination onto the range readings (Figure 2d). Given the
hallucination C∗obst for p, the only viable (and therefore optimal) plan is p = g
−1(C∗obst | cc, cg).
Note that g(·) is bijective and its inverse g−1(·) is well defined. All discussed mappings are shown
in Figure 3.
3.2 Machine Learning Solution Using Hallucination
Leveraging machine learning, g−1(·) is represented using a function approximator g−1θ (·). Note that
we aim to approximate g−1θ (·) instead of the original f(·) due to the vastly different domain size:
while the domain of f(·) is all unreachable setsCobst, g−1θ (·)’s domain is only the most constrained
onesC∗obst (Figure 3). Solving f(·) demands high generalization over a large domainCobst, while a
simple model g−1θ (·) with a smaller domain C∗obst can generalize better and robustly produce p. An
analysis showing the complexity difference is given in Appendix A (see supplemental materials).
Figure 3: Classical motion planning
aims at finding a function f(·) that maps
from a larger domain of unreachable sets
Cobst to plansP. We reduce to the most
constrained unreachable sets C∗obst with
hallucination g(·) and then use learning
for g−1(·). During deployment we hallu-
cinate the most constrained unreachable
set and predict the resulting optimal plan.
During training, control plans p generated by a random exploration policy pirand are applied to
drive the robot and the resulting sequence of robot configurations ci is recorded, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and n is the number of recorded configurations. To guarantee safety during this exploration phase
even without human supervision, we conduct training in an open space without any obstacles, i.e.
C0obst = ∅ andC0free = C. C0obst is the most free (smallest) unreachable set, whileC∗obst is the most
1Technically, cg can be uniquely determined by p and cc, but we include it as an input to g(·) for notational symmetry with f(·).
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Figure 4: (a) During deployment, a coarse global plan is computed quickly using real unreachable
set. (b) Most constrained hallucinated unreachable set is then constructed based on the coarse global
plan. (c) Before execution, safety is estimated by adding Gaussian noise to the computed plan.
constrained one. In this obstacle-free space, we use C∗obst = g(p | cc, cg) to generate the most con-
strained unreachable set, in which cc is the current robot configuration at each time step, and cg the
configuration after executing p. The hallucinatedC∗free can be viewed as all configurations occupied
by the robot, C∗free = cc
⋃
cg
⋃n
i=1 ci, and C
∗
obst = C \C∗free. Note that we assume a deterministic
world model for the hallucination and do not consider motion uncertainty. If necessary, the uncer-
tainty can be addressed by adding an envelope around C∗free. The hallucinated C
∗
obst is mapped to
the robot’s sensors: for geometric sensors, e.g. LiDAR, we hallucinate the range readings based on
C∗obst, as shown in Figure 2d. In a data-driven manner, we use a function approximator, i.e. a neural
network, to approximate the function g−1θ (·) that maps from most constrained unreachable set C∗obst
to the control plan p. Note that traditionally training data is collected using human demonstration or
reinforcement learning, both of which are difficult in highly constrained spaces. But our inherently
safe open training environment precludes the possibility of collision and allows training data to be
collected in a self-supervised manner using a random exploration policy.
During deployment, the robot uses a global planner gp(·) and perceives real unreachable set Crealobst
to produce a coarse path: {c˜j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} = gp(Crealobst | cc, cg) (Figure 4a). Each configuration c˜j
in this sequence can have fewer dimensions than the robot’s original configuration ci, and also a low
resolution. For example, ci ∈ R6 with both translational and rotational components, while c˜j ∈ R3
with only translations. This coarse global plan can be found very quickly, with conventional search
algorithms such as Dijkstra’s [5], A* [6] or D* [7]. Being computed in real time, it is then used
to approximate the most constrained hallucinated unreachable set: C∗obst ≈ h({c˜j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m})
(Figure 4b). Here, h(·) is an online hallucination function for deployment, which maps from a
sequence of approximated planned configurations to the most constrained unreachable set, instead
of from a plan p of actions ui, as the case for g(·). We hypothesize that machine learning can
generalize over the difference between the codomain of h(·) during deployment and g(·) in training,
and this hypothesis is validated by our experiments. Using the function g−1θ (·) learned during the
training phase, a control plan is finally computed based on the hallucinated unreachable set:
p = g−1θ (C
∗
obst | cc, cg) = g−1θ (h({c˜j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}) | cc, cg) = g−1θ (h(gp(Crealobst | cc, cg)) | cc, cg).
3.3 Addressing Uncertainties
The LfH motion planner can only generalize well over hallucinated input C∗obst that is similar to that
seen in the training set, and the planning output is not expected to assure safety during deployment.
These input differences between hallucination during deployment and hallucination in the training
set and the lack of output safety assurance during deployment motivate addressing uncertainties
from both the input and output perspectives.
Input Uncertainties Differences between hallucination during deployment and hallucination in the
training set may stem from the coarse global path {c˜j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} = gp(Crealobst | cc, cg) (Figure
4) being different from the robot trajectory in the training set constructed by real robot trajectories
(Figure 2). For example, the robot trajectory in the training set may be smoother than the coarse
global path computed during deployment. Another difference can arise when the global goal is
behind the robot, and the coarse global planner does not consider nonholonomic motion constraints
such that the planned global path may start from the current location and directly lead to somewhere
behind the robot, while during training the robot has only driven forward. Therefore we need a pre-
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processing routine that makes sure the input to LfH resembles the training set. In particular, we use
smoothing within gp(·) to assure the coarse global path is as smooth as the robot trajectory during
training so as to match the output of h(·) with g(·). Before using the LfH planner, we use a feedback
controller to rotate the robot to a configuration from which the planned global path is similar to the
robot trajectories in the training set (see Section 4.1 for implementation details).
Output Uncertainties The control plan p computed by the learned function approximator g−1θ (·)
is a reaction to C∗obst, learned from the hallucinated training set. Although it serves as an initial
solution to the highly constrained workspace, it lacks both the ability to adapt to the uncertainties
in real workspaces and any assurance of safety. To address those two problems, we combine the
learned control plan with classical Model Predictive Control (MPC) techniques. When executing
the learned plan p, we assume the output uncertainty can be expressed by Gaussian noise over the
nominal inputs ui. Therefore, within the computed plan p, we sample noisy controls around the
planned inputs, u˜i = ui + i, i ∼ N(0, σ2I), and compose a perturbed plan p˜ = {u˜i | 1 ≤ i ≤ t}.
We then use MPC to simulate the robot under these inputs. We check each resulting trajectory
in the real workspace for collision and compute the percentage of trajectories that will not enter
Crealobst : P (safety) = 1 − E[collision(p˜ | Crealobst )], where  = {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ t}, as shown in Figure
4c. The magnitude of the learned controls ui is then heuristically modulated (see Appendix B in
supplemental materials for details), while still observing kinodynamic constraints of the robot. For
example, the robot may move fast when P (safety) is high and slow down when it is low. Before
execution, the same MPC model checks if the modulated controls will result in a collision. If so, the
controls are ignored and the robot executes a pre-specified recovery behavior. The learned control
plan from hallucination can therefore both adapt to real world uncertainties and assure motion safety.
Algorithm 1 LfH Pipeline
Input: pirand, g(·), g−1θ (·), gp(·), h(·), collision(·),
pre-processing, recovery behavior.
1: // Training
2: collect motion plans {p, cc, cg} from pirand in
free space and form training data Dtrain =
{C∗obst, p, cc, cg}, where C∗obst = g(p | cc, cg)
3: train g−1θ (·) withDtrain by minimizing the error
E(C∗obst,p,cc,cg)∼Dtrain
[
`(p, g−1θ (C
∗
obst | cc, cg))
]
4: // Deployment (each time step)
5: receive Crealobst , cc, cg
6: coarse {c˜j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} = gp(Crealobst | cc, cg)
7: if {c˜j} does NOT resemble training set then
8: return p with pre-processing routine
9: end if
10: hallucinate C∗obst ≈ h({c˜j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m})
11: plan p = {ui | 1 ≤ i ≤ t} = g−1θ (C∗obst | cc, cg)
12: add noise  = {i} to p, p˜ = {u˜i | 1 ≤ i ≤ t}
13: modulate p based on
P (safety) = 1− E[collision(p˜ | Crealobst )]
14: if p is NOT safe then
15: return p with recovery behavior
16: end if
17: return p
LfH Pipeline
The LfH motion planning pipeline is shown
in Algorithm 1. In lines 2 – 3, training data is
collected via a random exploration policy in
obstacle-free space and g−1θ (·) is trained on
hallucinated data. At each step during de-
ployment, line 6 computes a coarse global
path from gp(·). Lines 7 – 9 correspond to
the pre-processing routine based on a feed-
back controller to address input uncertain-
ties. Line 10 hallucinates and line 11 pro-
duces motion plans. Lines 12 – 16 address
the output uncertainties.
4 Experiments
In this section, LfH is implemented on a
physical ground robot in the real world. We
hypothesize LfH can achieve safer, faster,
and smoother navigation than existing clas-
sical and learning approaches in highly con-
strained spaces. We first present our im-
plementation of LfH on a robot. Base-
line methods to compare LfH against are
then described, before we provide quanti-
tative and qualitative experimental results
in a controlled test course and natural out-
door/indoor environments, respectively.
4.1 Implementation
A Clearpath Jackal, a differential drive four-wheeled ground robot, is used as a test platform for
the LfH motion planner. Jackal’s nonholonomic constraints increase the difficulty of maneuvering
in highly constrained spaces. Taking advantage of the widely-used Robot Operating System (ROS)
move base navigation stack [26], we replace its DWA local planner with our LfH pipeline (Algo-
rithm 1), and use the same high-level global planner (Dijkstra’s). Input Crealobst is instantiated by the
2D laser scan input from an onboard Velodyne LiDAR. Planning in a robot-centric view, cc is the
origin and cg is a waypoint 1m away on the global path (orientation is ignored for simplicity).
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Figure 5: Finite State Machine of the LfH Implementation
For training, data is collected in
a self-supervised manner with a
Jackal robot in real time simu-
lation (line 2 in Algorithm 1).
The planning horizon t is cho-
sen to be 1, i.e. only a sin-
gle action u1 = (v1, ω1) (lin-
ear and angular velocity) is pro-
duced for faster computation and
better accuracy. The random ex-
ploring policy pirand is simulated
by a human operator randomly
pushing an Xbox joystick, with v
bounded in [0, 0.4]m/s and ω in
[−1.4, 1.4]rad/s. This pirand could
be easily replaced by a random walk exploration policy. Linear and angular velocities are randomly
applied to the robot and perform a large variety of different maneuvers. We record the control inputs
(v and ω) as training labels. For simplicity, we directly record robot configurations (x, y, and ψ),
instead of computing them based on v and ω, to extract local goals and to hallucinate LiDAR as
training input. The inherent safety provided by the collision-free open training environment allows
completely self-supervised learning of a rich variety of motions. We speculate that even when train-
ing in an open space in the real world, safety can be assured by a collision avoidance policy to drive
the robot back into the middle of the open space when it comes close to the environment boundary.
We find the model learned from the less than four minutes simulation in real time can easily gen-
eralize to the real world. Training with the four-minute data takes less than one minute on an Intel
Core i9-9980HK CPU, indicating high computational efficiency (line 3).
For deployment, we implement a Finite State Machine, shown in Figure 5. For line 6 in Algorithm
1, {c˜j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} is smoothed by a SavitzkyGolay filter [27] on the global path. For lines 7 – 9, a
PID controller in the pre-processing routine rotates the robot in place to address out-of-distribution
scenarios unseen in the training set. Otherwise, the LfH module takes control. For line 10, C∗obst
is constructed as all configurations that are slightly more than the robot’s half-width away from
the smoothed global path. We use ray casting to generate hallucinated LiDAR input. For safety,
we take the minimum value between the hallucinated and real laser scan. Concatenated with the
current linear and angular velocity and the local goal cg taken from the global plan, the hallucinated
LiDAR is fed into the neural controller and a plan with planning horizon t = 1 is produced (line
11). We add Gaussian noise to the produced v and ω in line 12. The controls are modulated by the
safety estimation by a MPC collision checker in line 13. For the recovery behavior routine in lines
14 – 16 when a collision is detected, the robot starts a three-phase recovery behavior designed by
hand. If the first (decreasing v and increasing ω iteratively) and second (increasing negated v and
original ω iteratively) phase are still unsafe, the robot drives back slowly in the third phase. Full
implementation details are given in Appendix B in supplemental materials.
4.2 Results
The LfH controller is tested in a highly constrained obstacle course with minimum clearance roughly
1.3× the robot’s footprint (see Figure 1). The robot needs to perform agile maneuvers to navigate
through this environment without a map.
We compare the LfH controller with three baseline local planners. First, we compare to the default
DWA local planner in move base, as a classical sampling-based motion planner. The default pa-
rameters recommended by the robot manufacturer are used. Second, a machine learning approach,
similar to the Behavior Cloning (BC) work presented by Pfeiffer et al. [2], replaces the green LfH
module in Figure 5 and maintains the yellow Turn in Place and Recovery Behavior modules to study
the effect of hallucinated learning. We use the same neural network architecture as LfH, but with
realistic instead of hallucinated LiDAR input. Third, as a recent improvement upon classical plan-
ners, APPLD [12] can fine-tune DWA parameters based on different navigation contexts to improve
navigation. Therefore, we compare to APPLD-DWA as an upper bound of classical approaches. In
particular, one of the authors with extensive Jackal teleoperation experience provides a demonstra-
tion in the same deployment environment for BC and APPLD. The demonstrator aims at quickly
traversing the course in a safe manner. APPLD generates four sets of planner parameters to adapt
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to different regions of the obstacle course. Note that with demonstration in the same environment,
we allow BC and APPLD to fit to the deployment environment, while LfH is not given any such
training data. Full experimental details are given in Appendix C in supplemental materials.
Table 1: Quantitative Results
DWA BC APPLD Hallucination
Success 0 2 8 9
Collision 0 5 2 1
Failure 10 3 0 0
Time ∞ 53.9±6.1 74.1±2.8 45.8±1.4
Ten trials for each planner are
executed in the obstacle course.
The results of the four methods
are summarized in Table 1. We
define “Success” as navigating
through the course without any
collision. Non-terminal “Colli-
sion”s are recorded and we al-
low the robot to keep navigating
to the goal. “Failure” is when
the robot fails to navigate through the course to reach the destination, e.g. getting stuck at a bottle
neck or knocking down the obstacle course. We compute average traversal time based on the “Suc-
cess” and “Collision” trials. For default DWA, all ten trials get stuck mostly because the default
planner cannot sample viable velocity commands in such a highly constrained environment. BC
does not finish three out of ten trials, mostly due to knocking down the course, and in five other
trials, the robot collides with the obstacles. The safety check fails to prevent some collisions since
the close distance to the obstacle is smaller than the LiDAR’s minimum range. The other two trials
are successful, but we observe very jittery motion. Using four sets of parameters learned in eight
hours from human demonstration, APPLD successfully navigates Jackal through the obstacle course
without collision in eight trials, and causes one gentle collision in each of the other two trials. The
average traversal time is longer than the demonstration (67.8s). The LfH controller succeeds in
nine out of ten trials with a faster average speed and smaller variance. The motion is qualitatively
smoother than other methods. One gentle collision with an obstacle happens in one trial.
Qualitatively, we also test the LfH local planner in both outdoor and indoor natural environments. It
is able to successfully navigate through highly constrained spaces cluttered with everyday objects,
including tables, chairs, doors, white boards, trash cans, etc. In relatively open space, LfH can also
enable smooth and fast navigation. Note the robot has never seen any of those environments (Figure
1 and 6), nor even a single real obstacle, during training, and does not require human supervision.
Figure 6: Qualitative Results: Jackal
navigates with the LfH local plan-
ner in outdoor and indoor environ-
ments with highly cluttered natural
objects. Anonymized video of rep-
resentative trials for each method
and the qualitative tests: https://
tinyurl.com/corl20lfh.
5 Conclusion
This paper introduces the novel LfH technique to address motion planning (i.e., navigation) in highly
constrained spaces. For robotics, the LfH method addresses the difficulty in planning motion when
obstacle space occupies the majority of the surrounding C-space, which usually causes an increasing
demand on sampling density and therefore computation using classical approaches. Seeking help
from a data-driven perspective, we hallucinate the most constrained workspace that allows the same
effective maneuvers in open space to the robot perception and learn a mapping from the hallucinated
workspace to that optimal control input. For machine learning, the proposed LfH method provides a
self-supervised training approach and largely improves sample efficiency, compared to traditional IL
and RL. To combine the benefits of both sides, our local planner estimates motion safety with MPC
and enables agile maneuvers in highly constrained spaces with learning. In a physical robot exper-
iment, LfH outperforms classical sampling-based method with default and even with dynamically
fine-tuned parameters, and also imitation learning deployed in the identical training environment.
An interesting direction for future work is to extended LfH beyond 2D ground navigation, e.g. to-
ward 3D aerial navigation or manipulation with higher degrees of freedom. Another interesting
direction is to investigate hallucination techniques that not only hallucinate the most constrained
partition C = C∗obst ∪ C∗free, but also any partition C = Ciobst ∪ Cifree in between, for which the
motion plan p is still optimal. In that case, hallucination during deployment is no longer necessary.
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Appendix A: Quantifying the Complexity of Hallucination Space
In this section we use a simple gridworld to illustrate the change in input space complexity, i.e.
difference in domain size between f(·) and g−1(·), when hallucination is used.
current configuration
configurations visited by
reachable configurations from
obstacle
Figure 7: A simple gridworld to illustrate the complexity of hallucination space
Considering a 2D gridworld as shown in Figure 7, the agent is at the current configuration cc and at
each step can visit the upleft or upright grid in front of it. The possible Cobst configuration within
the n × n gridworld in front the agent is |Cobst| = 2n2 , since for each grid, there either exists or
not exists an obstacle. However, the hallucination space is essentially of the same complexity as
the possible planning trajectories, because there exists a one-to-one relationship between a planning
trajectory and its most constraint C∗obst. The part of gridworld marked in blue are the reachable
configurations from cc, and there are in total 2n possible planning trajectories, and therefore 2n
different C∗obst. In general, if each time step the agent can go to x nearby grids, then |C∗obst| = xn.
The main message here is the original configuration space is much larger than the hallucination
space, i.e. 2n
2
= (2n)n, where n can be regarded as the planning horizon. This is the main cause of
the data-efficiency and good generalization ability of the LfH method.
Appendix B: Implementation Details
Pre-Processing
SavitzkyGolay Filter The purpose of the SavitzkyGolay filter is to smooth the coarse global path
so that it looks similar to the robot trajectory in the training set, with which the hallucinated training
data is generated. The difference between the two can be caused by (1) highly discrete global path
waypoints vs. high-resolution robot trajectory, (2) imperfections from move base global planner,
e.g.jitters, irregularities, vs. smooth robot trajectory, and (3) two-dimensional (x, y) global way-
points without orientation vs. actual robot trajectory that fully observes nonholonomic constraints.
To address the global planner’s inability to consider nonholonomic constraints, we replace the first
ten global waypoints with artificial waypoints, evenly distributed between the middle points of the
rear and front bumper. The distribution of these artificial waypoints can be adjusted based on the
hallucinated LiDAR’s field-of-view. Then we apply SavitzkyGolay filter with window length =
19, polyorder = 3. We empirically observe the filtered global path is similar to the robot trajectory
in the training set.
PID Controller The purpose of the PID controller is to drive the robot back from out-of-
distribution scenarios unseen in the training set. One particular out-of-distribution scenario is when
the planned global path leads to somewhere behind the robot. Instead of a U-turn with a smooth
Dubin’s path, the coarse global path directly connects the robot to somewhere behind. In such sce-
narios, we use the PID controller to rotate the robot in place, so that the difference between the
current robot heading and the current tangential direction of the global path always falls in the range
[−30◦, 30◦]. We empirically observe a proportional gain of 1 suffices, while smoother turning can
be enabled by adding integration and derivative parts. Paired with the SavitzkyGolay filter, any robot
state within this 60◦ range is in distribution of the training data.
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(a) Robot Trajectory (b) Linear and Angular Velocities
Figure 8: Visualization of the Training Data
Figure 9: Examples of Hallucinated Training LiDAR Data: Green dot represents the robot and green
arrow is the orientation. Blue and red dots are the hallucinated obstacles on the left and right hand
side of the robot trajectory, respectively. The black rays represent LiDAR beams. Some “leaky”
LiDAR beams exist due to numerical error.
Hallucination
Hallucination Footprint The Jackal’s half-width is 0.165m. During training, we use a hallucina-
tion footprint of 0.18m, i.e. any space further than 0.18m to the left and right hand side of the robot
trajectory is hallucinated as occupied. In this way, a “narrow corridor” is built and we hallucinate
the LiDAR input using raycasting.
LiDAR Parameters A 2D LiDAR suffices for our LfH controller, We use ROS
pointcloud to laserscan package to transfer the 3D Velodyne pointcloud to 2D laserscan.
The 360◦ field-of-view (angle min = −3.1415926 and angle max = 3.1415926) with
angle increment = 0.003 has 2095 laser beams and everything between the height [0, 0.5]m is
treated as an obstacle.
Network Architecture The LfH planner is a three-layer neural network, with 256 hidden neurons
and ReLU activation for each layer. It takes in LiDAR input (normalized to [−0.5, 0.5]), current v
and ω (normalized to [0, 1] and [−1, 1], respectively), and (x, y) coordiantes of the local goal. The
output is one single action u1 = {v1, ω1} ∈ p.
Training A snapshot of the collected training data is shown in Figure 8. The green path in Figure
8a represents the global (x, y) trajectory of the robot, while the blue and red profiles in Figure 8b
represent the linear and angular velocity, v and ω, respectively. For each data point, we take its
100 neighbors to create the hallucination. Examples of the hallucinated training LiDAR data are
displayed in Figure 9.
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Table 2: Parameter Values Used by Default DWA and APPLD: max vel x (v), max vel theta (w),
vx samples (s), vtheta samples (t), occdist scale (o), pdist scale (p), gdist scale (g)
v w s t o p g
Default 0.50 1.57 6 20 0.10 0.75 1.00
Context 1 0.40 0.85 17 15 0.69 0.96 0.75
Context 2 0.35 1.52 16 15 0.92 0.69 0.43
Context 3 0.42 2.18 13 19 0.76 0.06 0.39
Context 4 0.25 1.34 8 40 0.43 0.65 0.98
Post-Processing
Safety Estimation Gaussian noise of zero mean and 10% standard deviation is added to the pro-
duced v and ω for safety estimation. The MPC collision checker looks 20 steps ahead with 0.0625s
integration interval on a batch size of 32 samples. For each sample, we check if any of the 40 points
evenly distributed on the four edges of the vehicle after motion is further to the origin than the corre-
sponding LiDAR beam reading. If any of them is, this sample causes a collision. We then compute
the percentage of safe samples.
Speed Modulation We modulate the controls with
ew1−w2(1−P (safety)) · {v, ω},
where the weights for the speed modulation w1 = 0.4 and w2 = 1.0 correspond to roughly 50% -
150% modulation. In order to prevent noisy ω being amplified by the modulation in safe spaces, we
suppress any ω < 0.04rad/s to 0.
Recovery Behavior When a predicted and modulated {v, ω} pair is not safe according to the
MPC collision checker, the robot performs a three-stage recovery behavior. In the first stage, the
robot iteratively decreases v and increases ω, both by 2%, until the resulted {v, ω} is safe. If it is
still not safe after 20 iterations, the robot enters the second stage. It negates v, and increases both
negated v and original ω by 2% in each step. If this is still not safe after 20 more iterations, the robot
backs up at 0.1m/s in stage three.
Appendix C: Experiment Details
DWA
ROS move base navigation stack’s default local planner, DWA, is used as our first baseline. We use
the default parameters recommended by the robot manufacturer, Clearpath Robotics. The specific
values of the parameters are shown in the second row of Table 2.
Behavior Cloning
We use the same neural network architecture as LfH, but with realistic in stead of hallucinated
LiDAR input. The experienced human demonstrator aims at tele-operating the robot to traverse
through the obstacle course in a fast and safe manner. The entire demonstration lasts 67.8s.
APPLD
Using the same 67.8s demonstration, APPLD first automatically segments the demonstration into
four contexts. Within each context, we use a black-box optimization technique, CMA-ES, to tune
the optimal set of DWA parameters that imitate the human demonstration. The resulted values of the
four sets of parameters after eight hours of training are shown in the last four rows of Table 2. The
robot switches among these four sets of parameters using the prediction of a LiDAR-based context
predictor (a neural network with one hidden layer of ten neurons).
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